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What is Happening?
Lessons from COVID Response and Recovery 

What Is Systemic Resilience? 
One of many properties of System Affected by Threats
Differs from Risk

How Can it be Enhanced? 
Refocusing from Efficiency towards Resilience
Resilience by Intervention and by Design

Future: Risk-based and Resilience-based approaches need to be integrated in 
comprehensive AI-enabled modeling framework to assure both efficiency and 
resilience in operation of complex systems we are relying on

Outline
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Nutritional or Caloric Deficiency in New 
England States 

Food aid requests remain at same heightened level. 
We’re experiencing general, yet inconsistent, reduction in nutritional 
or caloric deficiency.



Food at 
Remote/

Tribal 
Location 

Pronounced need ongoing in remote, 
austere, or island communities –
example includes Tribal communities 
on Martha’s Vineyard.
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Figure courtesy of Kayte Morris @ Island Food Pantry  





Risk -- “a situation involving 
exposure to danger [threat].”

Security -- “the state of being 
free from danger or threat.”

Resilience -- “the capacity to 
recover quickly from difficulties.”

Definitions by Oxford Dictionary



System Risk/Security and Resilience
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“Resilience" means the 
ability to anticipate, 
prepare for, and adapt to 
changing conditions and 
withstand, respond to, 
and recover rapidly from 
disruptions. 

(vi) Effective immediately, it is the policy of 
the executive branch to build and maintain a 

modern, secure, and more resilient 
executive branch IT architecture. 

Calls for Resilience



How to Enhance supply chain productivity and 
efficiency and be resilient?

https://www.hda.org/~/media/pdfs/publications/hda-role-of-distributors-in-the-us-health-
care-industry.ashx
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Poor Efficiency:
System cannot not accommodate a 
large volume of commuters driving 

at the same time.

Traffic congestions are predictable 
and are typically of moderate level.

Lack of Resilience:

System cannot recover from adverse 
events 

(car accidents, natural disasters)

Traffic disruptions are not predictable and 
of variable scale.



How to Quantify Resilience?

After 
2019



Resilience Matrix

Physical 

Information

Cognitive

Social

PREPARE ABSORB RECOVER ADAPT

System Domains
Disruptive Event Stages

Scale

Home      Neighborhood          Town            County           Region       State      Country

After Linkov et al. (2013)



Assessment using Decision Maker Values

Use developed resilience metrics to 
comparatively assess the costs and 

benefits of different courses of action 16

After Fox-Lent et al. (2015)



Network-based Resilience Theory?

System’s critical functionality (K)

Network topology: nodes (𝓝𝓝) and links (𝓛𝓛)

Network adaptive algorithms (𝓒𝓒) defining how nodes’ 
(links’) properties and parameters change with time

A set of possible damages stakeholders want the 
network to be resilient against (𝑬𝑬)

𝑅𝑅 = 𝑓𝑓 𝓝𝓝,𝓛𝓛,𝓒𝓒,𝑬𝑬
17

After Ganin et al., 2016

John K. Baker, P.E.
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Director of Operations (G-3/5/7) at U.S.Army Installation Management Command

John K. Baker, P.E.
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Director of Operations (G-3/5/7) at U.S.Army Installation Management Command



Case Study:
Transportation Network Model 

+ 
Regional Economic Models, Inc. 

Business 
Case

Science

Decision 
Analysis



Integrating Resilience and 
Regional Economic Modeling

Congestion

Delays

Random Network 
Disruptions

Delays
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Temporal Dimension
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Resilience vs Efficiency at 
5% disruption

2017 Efficiency compared to mean, hours
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Lack of Resilience: Impact on GDP
Random Disruptions are Much More Consequential 



Current 
System

Efficiency
• the ability to move quickly when the network is 

functioning as designed 
• cost effectively improved by increasing capacity 

on existing and highly utilized right of ways

Resilience
• the ability to limit delays from network 

component failures
• improved by providing alternative route 

capacity when failure does occur

Managing Resilience is Different than 
Efficiency

Design to 
Maximize 
Efficiency

Design to 
Maximize 
Resilience



After Cambridge Semantics

APPROACH: AI-DRIVEN DATA FABRIC ARCHITECTURE TO 
MAP INSTALLATION NETWORKS



Why Machine Learning (ML)?
• Many systems models are built from abstract 

mathematical principles and relationships. Real World 
systems are always more complex and data for real 
systems is usually problematic,  How do we assess 
resilience in the real world?

• Relationship chains may be unclear
• Most valuable data will be private and may need to be 

inferred indirectly
• Data may be too large for traditional visualization methods

• Plan for Success: How do we protect valuable 
information embedded in our models?



ML-based Causal Process Discover 

• Given system measurements (for 
example, transactions, sensor 
readings or inventory levels) 
infer network(s) of relationships 

• How do we differentiate 
between Correlation and 
Causation?

• Important trend in ML is ML-
based Causal Analysis

• Can we infer sub-suppliers from 
inventory levels?



Standoff ML Inference

• Use of indirect measures to infer 
data we can’t get directly



Real World Data Will be Very Large

• Exploration of Solutions 
for Visualization and 
First-cut Analysis of 
Very Large Data

• CambridgeSemantics
“ANZO” Tool

• Current model includes 
detailed BEA, CFS & BLS 
data

• Adding Worldwide 
IN_OUT Tables



Protect our ML Models

• ML-based Real world 
Systems Models will be very 
Useful (Dangerous!)

• Defense in Depth
• Homomorphic Encryption

Model Inversion Attack

H.E. ML 
Model 3F21A12C6 Decryption 8



Vision for System Resilience
31



Balancing 
Resilience and 
Efficiency
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Complex Systems Analytics



Resilience by 
Design vs. 
Resilience by 
Intervention
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Talking Freight Webinar: For-
Hire Truck Transportation
Jason Miller, PhD
Associate Professor of Supply Chain Management

July 21, 2021
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Agenda

►For-hire Trucking Ton-Mileage Index
► Historical, more recent
► Freight mix change

►Employment
►Rates
►System resiliency: possibility

July 21, 2021
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For-Hire Trucking Ton-Mileage Index
July 21, 2021
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Freight Mix (I)
July 21, 2021
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Freight Mix (II)
July 21, 2021
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Trucking Employment
July 21, 2021
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Spot Prices
July 21, 2021
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Truckload Contract Prices – Aggregate
July 21, 2021
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Truckload Contract Prices – Sector
July 21, 2021
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Resiliency Considerations?
July 21, 2021

►Thin profit margins preclude maintaining excessive capacity
►Existence of economies of scope in the truckload sector further 

compounds adding resiliency
► When shocks occur that exacerbate existing imbalances of freight flows, it is difficult to 

reallocate capacity without incurring substantial costs (see March 2020)

►Carriers tend to be slow to add capacity when capacity is tight
► Time to onboard drivers, other sectors competing with the labor pool, risk aversion of 

incurring costs when duration of tight market conditions is uncertain
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July 21, 2021

Q&A
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July 21, 2021

THANK YOU!



January 2021

Finding a Food Truck
Responses by State DOTs

Realities Truckers Experienced
Opportunities to Adjust for Future Responses



Scott Grenerth

 Over 1 million miles safe over-the-road driving

 Company driver, Private fleet driver, Owner-operator

 Director of Regulatory Affairs for Owner Operator Independent 
Drivers Association

 Background with truckers, I knew that April 3, 2020 could have consequences



COVID 19 Impact - Broadly
• Shortages of some items

• Stores cutting back on hours

• State, county, and city level closures of food service



May 5

TravelCenters of America is slowly reopening dine-in restaurants at its travel 
plazas where allowed, but some changes forced by the COVID-19 pandemic may never 
be reversed.
“We have already undertaken rolling some locations on and we’re doing it in a 
prudent and self-disciplined way,” TA CEO Jon Pertchik said on a first-quarter 
earnings call on Tuesday.
That means fewer hours, about half as many menu items, and as little as 25% 
occupancy based on state-by-state guidelines.

Freight Waves: Alan Adler, Tuesday, May 5, 2020

Aug 5

After reopening some of its restaurants in May, TravelCenters of America Inc is 
in the process of closing restaurants again due to the "recent increase in 
COVID-19 infections in several states," it reported in its second-quarter 2020 
earnings press release.

Yahoo Finance: Aug 5, 2020

Over-The-Road Trucker Impact



Over-The-Road Trucker Impact

• Prepared meals and even a cup of coffee are harder to purchase

o Drive thru only- NOT in a semi

o Walk up to the drive thru- NO “liability”

• Limited stock at stores impacts ability for trucker to restock

o Even coffee to make in the truck

• Some food service hours at truck stops are cut back substantially

oCannot rely on restaurant/fast food service 24/7

o Evening/late evening service cut at many locations



Over-The-Road Trucker Impact

• Truckers are at the mercy of shippers and receivers to impact 

their schedule/planning

• End up unexpectedly searching for food later in the 

day/evening, closed now

• Truckers with smaller cabs, and those not permitted to have plug-

in coolers are more reliant upon outside sources for food



 ANNIE SCHLECHTER: Country Living Magazine 2018

Truckers 
don’t have 

this

←

Even if you 
do, how to 
restock it?



Rest Areas Status Before April 3 
• Since 1930s, prohibition on commercialization of rest areas along 

federal aid highway system

• Randolph-Sheppard Act only permits vending machines, operated 

by visually impaired



April 3, 2020
• Notice of Enforcement Discretion which stated that through the 

duration of the National Emergency the FHWA would not enforce the 

prohibition against commercial activity in order to allow states, which 

choose to participate in this program, to allow food trucks in rest 

areas. 

• My words: You still aren’t allowed to do this, but we won’t stop you.

• No end date to the Notice, as long as National Emergency declared



Reaction? Some immediate
• Arkansas

• Indiana

• Ohio

o Free application

o Basically one rule, not compete with the aforementioned vending 

machine operators. Not permitted to sell canned sodas but were 

very explicitly told they could sell freshly made coffee.



o Ohio: Approximately 275 applications were submitted to ODOT 

by food truck operators to set up in Ohio’s 86 rest areas.

Michael Tater, WTOL, April 16: Bowling Green, OH, I-75 Northbound 





Capture data

• July/September



What Did I Hear From OTR Truckers?
• Direct feedback from friends

• Sirius/XM radio trucker program guest appearances

• Moderated Facebook trucker forums.

• I asked:

o Have you seen any food trucks?

o Has this effort been helpful to you?



Kari and Lee Fisher
July 31

“We did see food being handed out for free in Florida, but no food 

trucks in: GA, TN, KY, MO, IL, IN, OH, NY, PA, WI, MN, MT, ND, ID, 

WA, OR.”



Jeff Barker
July 31

“It was harder to find food a couple of months ago. I utilized Door Dash 

at least once and ordered a few days worth of food at a time.”

“I did see at least one food truck in Arkansas at some point.”



Greg Huggins
July 14

“Saw one food truck along I-40 CA to AZ, middle of nowhere. Only 

notice was a small sign propped up at entry to rest area. About two 

months ago.”



Sandy and Stephen Goche
July 14

“Saw some early on across I-70 IN and OH, no signage to let you 

know ahead. They were all being utilized every time. It looked like they 

were all possibly from the same company operating the food trucks 

across that area.”



Henry Albert 
July 14

“I had a some more difficulty finding some food, a little bit harder to find 

a cup of coffee. Seemed like there was a lot of hype that it was worse.”

“I have not seen a food truck.”



Shane Rizzuto
July 14

“At my favorite truck stop in Washington State the Subway has been 

closed, the Iron Skillet restaurant has had very limited options.”

“No food trucks, Colorado to Canada is my run.”



Melissa Bird Kropf
July 10

“I saw them in a few states. California, Arizona and can't recall the 3rd. 

Maybe Oregon? They were only at a couple though. We were hoping to 

see more. With the restaurants all closed down being on the road for 4 

weeks was rough to say the least. I run all 48 states as a team. The 

ones I saw were not marked so we didn’t see them until we were driving 

by. One did have a sign. I believe it was one in California on I-5.”



Bryan Spoon 
July 7

“I saw one in Indiana on I-74 coming out of Cincinnati.

Indiana Governor Eric Holcomb mentioned the food trucks in a 

broadcast. I think he said IN had 20 of them at different locations.”

“We needed this 3 weeks before it actually started.”



Johanne Couture
July 7

“I only saw one on I-75 in Ohio. When I woke up at 10 am about every 

second truck driver I saw utilized it. It was parked on the car side of 

rest area. The truckers took the time to walk over to it.”



YesNO

Did you see at least one food truck?

Yes

NO

56 
Questioned



Overdrive Online: Todd Dills, 
Retrieved September 2020



No 50 %
Yes 50 %  

No 73 %
Yes 27 %?

My questions- to people I know with zero bias

Overdrive poll- replies from those interested in the topic

Question was, at least –one- food truck,…over many tens of thousands of miles across multiple states.



Feedback from survey

• 7 Question survey was sent out via AASHTO Committee on 

Transportation System Operations, Working Group on Freight 

Operations members at state DOTs in late October of 2020.

• 16 responses
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CalTrans

“The program ended in August after food-truck operators said that 
business was not that profitable anymore. During the last week of this 
temporary program, there were 13 active permits issued to eight food 
truck operators to serve 11 rest areas.”
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How was participation?
• Example:  It is clear that not all of the 275 applicants in OH actually 

set up in a rest area. What is known is that by the time Ohio 

permitted the reopening of restaurants in mid-June only 2 food trucks 

were still set up in rest areas for that final week when they were 

permitted.

o Ohio choose to end the program when restaurants were 

reopened mid-June.

• CA and CO extended their programs at least through July.



Overview
• Depending upon the state, county or municipality, food could be 

more difficult to find (both prepared food and groceries).

• Other locations were not impacted to the same degree

• Some states were able to react quickly to the Notice

• Others hit snags

• Truckers largely had no advance notice of locations with food trucks



Sing-a-long time ♪♫♪♫

Signs Signs Everywhere Signs
70’s version, or 90’s version

No judgment

Maybe next time ?



Future implications
• Areas hit hard by hurricanes, severe flooding, large scale wildfire that 

can lead to damaged food service facilities, lack of needed utilities to 

facilities?

• Same response in future would again require action such as the 

Notice of Enforcement Discretion by FHWA.



Your input

• What did you learn?

• What did others learn that was not captured in the survey?



Thank You

• Dan Haake

• AASHTO Committee on Transportation System Operations, Working 

Group on Freight Operations.

• Pat Zelinski

• Dave Huft



Truck Specialized Parking Services

Largest provider of accurate 
real-time truck parking 
availability information

Scott Grenerth
sgrenerth@tsps.io

844.879.877  X 712

mailto:sgrenerth@tsps.io
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